
Baby Wearing Safety
 

We hope both you & your
little one love your Joey
Baby Carrier and enjoy a
beautiful baby wearing

journey together.
 

Please always make sure
to baby wear correctly and
safely. Check your baby's
airways are clear, they are

seated in a deep squat
position, close enough to

kiss and a supported back.
 

Please visit our website for full
safety + guidelines.

www.joeymama.com.au

Rider Baby Carrier
Instruction Guide



Reach behind and
press the shoulder

buckle together and
ensure it is clipped

correctly.

Place the main band
around your waist,
press the buckle

together & ensure it is
clipped correctly.

Put one arm
through the first

shoulder strap, then
place your baby in,
making sure you
support them.

Once your baby is
positioned correctly put
your arm through the
second shoulder strap,
still supporting your

baby.

Once main buckle is
secured correctly,

pull strap to tighten.

Once shoulder
buckle is secured

correctly, pull strap
to tighten.

Once both buckles are
secure & firm, pull
both arm straps to

tighten.

When baby is
asleep, you can

support their head
with the shade

cover, this clips on
to shoulder straps.

Front Chest Facing
Carry Instructions
from 5.5kg (until 6 months)

Make sure the
button is on the

widest setting for
this carry position. 

Place the main band
around your waist,
press the buckle

together & ensure it is
clipped correctly.

Once main buckle is
secured correctly,

pull strap to tighten.

Position your baby
correctly, forward

facing.

Pull the first strap
up and over your

shoulder, while still
supporting your

baby.

Pull the second
shoulder strap up

and over, while still
supporting your

baby.

Reach behind and
press the shoulder

buckle together and
ensure it is clipped

correctly.

Once shoulder
buckle is secured

correctly, pull strap
to tighten.

Once both buckles are
secure & firm, pull
both arm straps to

tighten.

Make sure the
button is on the

narrow setting for
this carry position. 

Place the main band
around your waist,
press the buckle

together & ensure it is
clipped correctly.

Once main buckle is
secured correctly,

pull strap to tighten.

Position your baby
correctly, on your

hip making sure the
button is on the

widest setting for
this carry position. 

Carefully and slowly
manoeuvre them
around towards

your back while still
supporting them.

Reach one arm back
and through the first

shoulder strap,
while still carefully
supporting your

baby.

When ready,
carefully put your

second arm through
the next shoulder

strap.

Press the shoulder
buckle together and
ensure it is clipped

correctly.

Once shoulder
buckle is secured

correctly, pull strap
to tighten.

Once both buckles are
secure & firm, pull
both arm straps to

tighten.

Back Carry
Instructions

from 8kg

Front Forward Facing
Carry Instructions

from 6.5kg/6mo (chin above carrier)


